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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
May 21, 2015 

 
SUSPICIOUS TRAFFIC STOPS UPDATE 

 
SEBRING - 
Further investigation by the Highlands County Sheriff’s Office has determined the first 
reported incident (handicapped parking citation) is unfounded; as a legitimate parking 
citation was issued to a violator by the Sebring Police Department. 
 
Concerning the second reported incident, the Sheriff’s Office has gathered an updated 
suspect and vehicle description from the driver who was stopped in Lake Placid. The 
suspect is further described as a white Hispanic male, approximately 35-40 years of age, 5 
feet 9 inches tall, weighing about 180 pounds, with a medium build; he spoke to the victim 
in both English and Spanish. The suspect had short dark colored hair, no facial hair, and 
was wearing sunglasses. The suspect was wearing a black T-shirt with a gold colored 
badge on the upper chest area, black shorts, and displayed a gold colored, star-shaped 
badge on his waistband. No firearm, ammunition, or handcuffs were seen. The suspect’s 
vehicle is a black, older model sport style car, with tinted windows. The suspect’s vehicle 
had working “red lights” only, mounted on the center dashboard area, which were used to 
conduct the traffic stop. 
 
Anyone with information about this traffic stop, have been likewise stopped, 
or have information on a possible suspect are asked to call Detective Jorge 
Martinez at 863-402-7250 or Central Dispatch at 863-402-7200; or if they 
wish to remain anonymous and be eligible for a cash reward is asked to 
call Heartland Crime Stoppers at 1-800-226-TIPS (8477), or contact them 
on the internet at www.heartlandcrimestoppers.com or simply scan the QR 
code at right. Anonymity is guaranteed. 
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